Greensmaster

The Name That Says It All!

... but don't just take our word for it, ask any one of TORO's customers since the early 70's and we have every confidence that they will confirm there's no other turf management machinery to compete with TORO quality and real value for money!

Optional variable speed kit ensures precision cutting by allowing the operator to select a consistent ground speed while maintaining a constant, even clip.

Take a look at the TORO Greensmaster 3000D... get behind the unique steering arm, adjustable to suit the comfort of all operators. This will be your first step towards unbelievable precision cutting with increased power and durability.

Every course and its greens have their own special characteristics. The TORO Greensmaster 3000D enjoys the challenge and by providing fully floating cutting units, a uniform quality of cut is assured whatever the conditions.

Please send me full details of the TORO GREENSMASTER 3000D
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TORO Distributed by LELY (UK) LIMITED
Station Road, St. Neots, Huntingdon, Cambs PE19 1QH. Tel: 0480 76971 Fax: 0480 216167

See TORO at SCOTSTURF on the A M RUSSELL LTD STAND No